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Biflatness and biprojectivity of the Fourier algebra
Volker Runde
Abstract
We show that the biflatness—in the sense of A. Ya. Helemski˘ı—of the Fourier
algebra A(G) of a locally compact groupG forcesG to either have an abelian subgroup
of finite index or to be non-amenable without containing F2 as a closed subgroup. An
analogous dichotomy is obtained for biprojectivity.
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Introduction
Abstract harmonic analysis is the study of locally compact groups G and the various
Banach algebras associated with them, such as the group algebra L1(G). In [9], B. E.
Johnson defined the class of amenable Banach algebras to consist of those Banach algebras
that satisfy a certain cohomological triviality condition and showed that L1(G) is an
amenable Banach algebra if and only if G is an amenable locally compact group in the
usual sense ([17]). At about the same time, A. Ya. Helemski˘ı started to systematically
develop a homological algebra with functional analytic overtones (see [7] for an account).
Amenability in the sense of [9] fits nicely into this framework and is closely related to the
notion of biflatness. Another central notion in Helemki˘ı’s theory is that of biprojectivity.
Like amenability, the biprojectivity of L1(G) singles out a natural class of groups: L1(G)
is biprojective if and only if G is compact ([7, Theorem IV.5.13]).
The Fourier algebra A(G)—for arbitrary, not necessarily abelian G—was introduced
by P. Eymard in [5]. For abelian G, we have the dual group Gˆ; in this case, A(G) is nothing
but L1(Gˆ) via the Fourier transform. For non-abelian G, however, A(G) often displays a
behavior strikingly differently from L1(G). For instance, L1(G ×H) ∼= L1(G) ⊗γ L1(H),
with ⊗γ denoting the projective tensor product of Banach spaces, holds isometrically
isomorphically for all G and H whereas A(G×H) ∼= A(G)⊗γ A(H) holds isomorphically
only if G or H is almost abelian, i.e., has an abelian subgroup of finite index ([14]).
Shortly after the publication of [5], H. Leptin provided a characterization of amenabil-
ity in terms of the Fourier algebra: G is amenable if and only if A(G) has a bounded
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approximate identity ([13]). Since amenable Banach algebras have bounded approxi-
mate identities, this suggests that A(G)—just like L1(G)—is amenable if and only if G
is amenable, a view that seemed to have been widespread among mathematicians until
the early 1990s. Then, in [10], Johnson showed that there are compact groups G, such as
SO(3), for which A(G) fails to be amenable. On the positive side, it is not too difficult to
see that A(G) is indeed amenable if G is almost abelian ([11, Theorem 4.1]). Eventually,
B. E. Forrest and the author showed that G being almost abelian is not only sufficient
but also necessary for A(G) to be amenable ([6, Theorem 2.3]).
Since A(G) is the predual of the von Neumann algebra generated by the left regular
representation of G, it is an operator space in a canonical manner (see [4] for the theory of
operator spaces). As it turns out, A(G) is way better behaved as a completely contractive
Banach algebra than as a mere Banach algebra. For instance, A(G ×H) ∼= A(G)⊗ˆA(H)
holds completely isometrically isomorphically for all G and H, where ⊗ˆ is the projective
tensor product of operator spaces, by [4, Theorem 7.2.4]. Johnson’s definition of an
amenable Banach algebra can be modified to take operator space structures into account,
which leads to the notion of operator amenability: this was done in [18], where Z.-J. Ruan
showed that A(G) is operator amenable if and only if G is amenable. More generally,
Helemski˘ı’s Banach homology can be developed in an operator space context as well (see
[1], for instance), which leads to further interesting results about A(G): it is operator
biprojective if and only if G is discrete ([1], [19], or [21]), and it is operator biflat for all
so-called [SIN]-groups ([19]) and possibly for all G ([2]).
In this brief note, we take a look at A(G) in the framework of Helemski˘ı’s original
Banach homology. We are interested in the properties of G that are implied by the
biflatness and biprojectivity of A(G), respectively. Of course, A(G) is biflat if G is almost
abelian. Our main result is that if A(G) is biflat and G is not almost abelian, then G
is non-amenable, but does not contain F2, the free group in two generators, as a closed
subgroup.
The result
We begin with recalling the definitions of biprojectivity, biflatness, and amenability.
Given a Banach algebra A, we let m : A⊗γ A→ A denote the multiplication map, i.e.,
m(a⊗ b) = ab for a, b ∈ A; if we want to emphasize the algebra, we sometimes write mA.
The tensor product A⊗γ A becomes a Banach A-bimodule via
a · (x⊗ y) := ax⊗ y and (x⊗ y) · a := x⊗ ya (a, x, y ∈ A)
turning m into a bimodule homomorphism.
Definition 1. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then A is called
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(a) biprojective if m : A⊗γ A→ A has a bounded bimodule right inverse,
(b) biflat if m∗ : A∗ → (A⊗γ A)∗ has a bounded bimodule left inverse, and
(c) amenable if it is biflat and has a bounded approximate identity.
Remark. These definitions are not the original ones due to Johnson and Helemski˘ı, re-
spectively, but are equivalent to them ([7]).
In order to deduce consequences for the structure of G from the biflatness or bipro-
jectivity of G, respectively, we require the following definition due to M. Leinert ([12]):
Definition 2. Let G be a discrete group. A subset E of G is called a Leinert set if
χEA(G) ∼= ℓ
2(E) holds isomorphically.
Here, χE denotes the indicator function of E.
Trivially, all finite sets are Leinert sets. Remarkably, however, F2 contains infinite
Leinert set: this is the main result of [12]. As was observed in [12], this implies that
A(F2) does not factor, i.e., there are functions in A(F2) that are not product of two
functions in A(F2). More is true:
Lemma. Let G be a locally compact group containing F2 as a closed subgroup. Then
m : A(G)⊗γ A(G)→ A(G) is not surjective.
Proof. Assume that mA(G) is surjective.
For any closed F ⊂ G, let ρF denote the restriction map from A(G), i.e., a function
in A(G) is restricted to F . By [8, Theorem 16], ρF2 maps A(G) onto A(F2). Since the
diagram
A(G)⊗γ A(G)
mA(G)
✲ A(G)
A(F2)⊗
γ A(F2)
ρF2 ⊗ ρF2
❄ mA(F2)
✲ A(F2)
ρF2
❄
commutes, and since its columns are surjective, we conclude that mA(F2) is surjective as
well.
Let E ⊂ F2 be an infinite Leinert set. By Definition 2, is is clear that ρE maps A(F2)
onto ℓ2(E). Again, we have a commutative diagram
A(F2)⊗
γ A(F2)
mA(F2)
✲ A(F2)
ℓ2(E)⊗γ ℓ2(E)
ρE ⊗ ρE
❄ mℓ2(E)
✲ ℓ2(E)
ρE
❄
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with surjective columns, so that mℓ2(E) has to be surjective, too. Since the range of
mℓ2(E) is contained in ℓ
1(E) ( ℓ2(E) by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, this yields a
contradiction.
Remark. For G = F2, the Lemma was already obtained, but never published, by H.
Steiniger ([20]) with a somewhat more technical proof that does not explicitly use Leinert
sets.
Proving our main result now requires little more than assembling the right bits and
pieces:
Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group such that A(G) is biflat. Then one of the
following holds:
(a) G is almost abelian.
(b) G does not contain F2 as a closed subgroup, but fails to be amenable.
Proof. Suppose that G is amenable. Then A(G) has a bounded approximate identity by
[13], making A(G) amenable. By [6, Theorem 2.3], this means that (a) holds.
Suppose that G is not amenable, and assume towards a contradiction that G contains
F2 as a closed subgroup. By the definition of biflatness,m
∗ : A(G)∗ → (A(G)⊗γA(G))∗ has
a bounded left inverse and thus, in particular, is injective with closed range. Consequently,
m : A(G) ⊗γ A(G) → A(G) has to be surjective, which contradicts the Lemma. Hence,
(b) must hold.
Remark. The question of whether or not (discrete) groups as in (b) exist was open for
several decades, and the belief that no such groups exist became known as “von Neu-
mann’s conjecture”. Eventually, A. Yu. Ol’shanski˘ı came up with a counterexample to
this conjecture ([16]), so that condition (b) is not vacuous.
As biprojectivity is stronger than biflatness, the conclusions of the Theorem apply, in
particular, if A(G) is biprojective. Furtheremore, by general Banach algebra theory ([3,
Corollary 2.8.42]), the biprojectivity of A(G) forces G to be discrete.
We summarize:
Corollary. Let G be a locally compact group group such that A(G) is biprojective. Then
G is discrete, and one of the following holds:
(a) G is almost abelian.
(b) G does not contain F2 as a closed subgroup, but fails to be amenable.
Furthermore, for any discrete G, (a) is also sufficient for A(G) to be biprojective.
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Proof. Only the “furthermore” part still needs consideration. Suppose that G is discrete
and almost abelian. Then A(G) is amenable, and since A(G) is Tauberian, the discreteness
of G forces multiplication in A(G) to be compact. By [15, Corollary 3.2], this means that
A(G) is biprojective.
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